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It all started when Mary Hensley was assigned in the
Cordilleras in the early 70s. According to her anecdotes, she
had a whirlwind romance with the distinct flavour and aroma
of "unoy" and "tinawon". A taste she loved so much that
even after she left the Philippines she continued to savour it
from memory. When she returned to the Philippines in 2002
she was determined to carve a niche market for heirloom
rice in the United States of America. The saga that started
from this noble beginning, is now a reality making modest
impacts in the lives of the Cordillerans.

At almost the same
time in the
Philippines, a feisty
lady with a golden
heart, Ms. Vicky
Garcia, is tinkering
on how she can
make a difference
in the lives of the
Cordillerans by
venturing on their
indigenous
treasures both rice-
based livelihood
and culture. The
presence of
abundant natural
resources and rich
cultural heritage of
the Cordillerans did
not make them
prosperous instead
they remain one of
the poorest and
most isolated

areas in the country. This is mostly attributed to the lack of
economic opportunities for local inhabitants pressuring the
younger population to seek greener pastures outside the
region. Livelihood projects never took off among these
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marginalized groups because these were neither appropriate

for the culture nor focused on available resources'

It is against this backdrop that the Revitalized lndigenous

Cordiiieran Enterprise, Inc. (RICE, Inc) was born in 2005

with very meager resources.

RlcE, Inc. hopes to see the indigenous cultures of northern

CorOiilera flourish both economically and culturally and most

of all harmoniously existing with the environment for

sustainability purposes harmony with the natural

environment of the revitalized rice
terraces.

RICE, Inc. is a Philippine nonstock, non-profit corporation

registered with the Philippine Security and Exchange

Commission (SEC).

The driving force that propels RICE, Inc is to support the

pieseruati5n of heirloom 6ce and the accompanying culture
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rice production among the Cordillerans. RICE

Inc, showcases a global model for equipping indigel,ous
peopfe to use theiiown knowledge and expertise in the

developmentofsustainab|eandcu|tura||ysensitive
economic enterPrises.
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I nformation campaigns among interested stakeholders took

ott in ZOOS which crilminated in the participation of 367 rice

farmers from lfugao and 196 farmers from Kalinga'

initi"1y, RICE, In"c. facilitated the purchase and shipment of

about one metric ton of rice to the united states as a test

run. This is with the premise that as farmers see that groruing

inOlg"nous varieties pay off wetl, more farmers will join the

Uin"O*"gon. As sucfi, in a projection of 7 years some 100MT

of heirloom rice will be marketed to the US'

RlcE Inc, continues to network with other non{ovemmental
organizations and govemment entities like the Department of

Africulture, BurearJ of Postharvest Research and Extension,
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Philippine Rice Research lnstitue and local governemnt
units, Through hands-on workshops and trainings, RICE Inc.
helped to build the skill capacity of the farmers to produce,
process and market high-quality gourmet rice product.
Workshops include quality control standards at the
production and processing levels, quality control for
inspectors and machine operators, organic and sustainable
agriculture techniques and cooperative development and
business skills.
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With the aim of increasing the volume of exportable rice,
RICE Inc. needs to find ways and means how to fast track
the process without sacrificing the quality. The unique
features of being indigenous and traditional must still be
there. This is a big challenge to the ingenuity of the local
people to improve their processing operations to meet
quality standards of the importing country.
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The solution? New improved postharvest and processing

technologies. RICE Inc. sought the help of government

agencieJlike the then Bureau of Postharvest Research and

lnstitute (PhilRice).
BPRE designed a
training course for
farmer leaders
participating in the
Project to equiP
them with new
knowledge and
information. This
group of farmer
leaders were
trained for three
days on
postharvest
technologies. From the new knowledge that they gained

from the training, the group became aware and interested to

try new technologies and improved postharvest handling
piactices to improve the current processing operations of
heirloom rice for export. The farmer leaders developed
awareness on the importance of postharvest in improving
their business operation of exporting rice.

The following year, RICE Inc. exported heirloom rice again
with the aid of new storage technology to temporary hold the

rice and a medium for quarantine services. The outdoor
storage technology developed by BPRE was used to
facilitite the export of about 2MT of rice. The OST kept the

milled rice in good quality from origin to point of destination
because it is tightly sealed and the entry of agents of
deterioration iJnot possible. The gas tight plastic container is
also pumped with carbon dioxide to keep the productinsect
free, which is required by quarantine Iaws for export. Since
then, the osT is part of the protocol in the export of heirloorn
rice from the terraces of the Cordilleras

RICE Inc. also wants to guarantee the quality of paddy being
harvested for subsequent processing. As such, the use of



moisture meter is necessary to able to determine the exact
moisture content ready for milling and storage. The moisture
content of the grain is an important factor in keeping the

quality of stored and milled rice. RICE Inc. purchased BPRE
moisture meter for this purpose and these devices are
stationed at the farm level for farmer's handy use.

Heirloom rice customized processing system
To be able to respond to the quality requirements of export
market, RICE lnc. thought of a customized processing
system comprising of component machines intended for
heirloom rice. The unique features of the heirloom rice
varieties requires a specialized set of panicle threshers,
hullers and milling equipment. PhilRice and BPR.E were
consulted by RICE Inc. for technical assistance regarding
this concern. A team of technical experts led by PhilRice
scientist, Dr. Eulito Bautista, custom designed the needed
processing system appropriate for heirloom rice. The
processing system was completed in 2009 and is now
installed in key production areas in Kalinga, lfugao, Benguet
and Mountain Province.
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The rice processing system mechanized the operations
involved and tremendously improved the efficiency of
processing heirloom rice. lt has also answered the timely
outputs derived from faster handling and management of
products.
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The noble efforts to revitalize indigenous culture has gotten
notice by award giving bodies. In 2008, RICE Inc. was a
recipient of Panibagong Paraan in recognition of its
achievements as a non government organization reaching
out to marginalized groups.

A grant money from the Peace and Equity Foundation,
which was awarded through the Panibagong Paraan 2008
boosted RICE Inc. capacities. This help them acquire the
first set of customized milling system for processing native
rice. This support also helped secure funds for two more
sets of processing equipment from the Department of
Agriculture (CAR). Similarly, the PEF grant facilitated the
process of certifying the terraces for organic rice production
by the Organic Certification Center of the Philippines
(occP).

The pilot areas cover about 10 hectares of terraces within
the three participating provinces of lfugao, Kalinga and
Mountain Province.


